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Graduate Student Handbook
Introduction
Welcome to the Computer Science Department at The University of Iowa. This handbook contains general
information, degree requirements, and departmental rules and regulations for students pursuing (or wishing
to pursue) a graduate degree in our department. It is a supplement to the Manual of Rules and Regulations
of the Graduate College and the General Catalog, published by The University of Iowa Registrar's Office.
These documents as well as other, more general, information about The University of Iowa are available on
the Web at https://uiowa.edu/ , the University's main website.
The information contained herein applies to students matriculating in Fall 2022. Students entering the
graduate program prior to Fall 2022 are held to the degree requirements in force at the time of matriculation.
For information about those requirements, please consult the previous versions of this handbook, available
in the CS Department Office, 14 MacLean Hall.
For more information about the Computer Science Department, visit https://cs.uiowa.edu/ . We anticipate
annual revisions of this handbook and welcome your comments, directed to cs-info@list.uiowa.edu.

Nondiscrimination Statement

The University of Iowa prohibits discrimination in employment, educational programs, and activities on the
basis of race, creed, color, religion, national origin, age, sex, pregnancy, disability, genetic information,
status as a U.S. veteran, service in the U.S. military, sexual orientation, gender identity, associational
preferences, or any other classification that deprives the person of consideration as an individual. The
university also affirms its commitment to providing equal opportunities and equal access to university
facilities. For additional information on nondiscrimination policies, contact the Director, Office of Equal
Opportunity and Diversity, The University of Iowa, 202 Jessup Hall, Iowa City, IA, 52242‐1316, 319‐
3350705 (voice), 319‐335‐0697 (TDD), https://diversity.uiowa.edu .

Administrative Staff
Department Chair:

Director of
Graduate Studies:

Department
Administrator:

Professor Alberto Segre
14G MLH
335-1713
alberto-segre@uiowa.edu

Academic Services
Coordinator:

Professor Kasturi Varadarajan
101D MLH
335-0732
kasturi-varadarajan@uiowa.edu

Allison Rockwell
14F MLH
335-0746
allison-rockwell@uiowa.edu

Sheryl Semler
14E MLH
335-0707
sheryl-semler@uiowa.edu
Administrative Services
Coordinator:
Matthieu Biger
14 MLH
335-0713
matthieu-biger@uiowa.edu
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1. Admission
The University of Iowa Computer Science Department offers three graduate degree programs: a research
oriented Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) degree; a professionally oriented Master of Computer Science (MCS)
degree, and a Master of Science (MS) degree, which is only granted to students working towards the PhD.
A subtrack in software engineering is available within the MCS program; in addition, interdisciplinary studies
programs at both masters and doctoral levels are available through the Graduate College.

1.1. CHOICE OF PROGRAM
Candidates are advised to apply directly to the program best suited to their academic goal. Students
interested in pursuing research or academic careers should apply to the PhD program, while those seeking
additional preparation, beyond their undergraduate training, for industrial careers should apply to the MCS
program.
Students applying to the PhD program need not have a master's degree prior to admission. PhD candidates
may opt to receive an MS or MCS degree while working towards the PhD, although there is no requirement
to do so. Students who hold a master's degree upon entering the PhD program may apply for transfer credit
of their master’s courses towards the PhD program requirements (see Section 4.2.8. of this handbook).
Students applying to the PhD program who are not selected for admission will automatically be considered
for admission to the MCS program if they do not already hold a master's degree.
1.1.1 JOINT/U2G BACHELOR'S/MASTER'S DEGREE PROGRAMS
Qualified undergraduate students who plan to earn the MCS degree may apply for the joint/U2G BA/MCS,
BS/MCS programs, and the BSE/MCS programs https://cs.uiowa.edu/undergraduate/bamcs-and-bsmcsu2g-program and https://cs.uiowa.edu/undergraduate/bsemcs-u2g-program). There is also a program
established with Grinnell College for a joint/U2G BA/MCS degree. The joint programs allow students to earn
both degrees in five years (https://cs.uiowa.edu/undergraduate/grinnell-bamcs-u2g-program).

1.2. ADMISSION CRITERIA
•

Application to The University of Iowa Graduate College. For application information, please visit the
University of Iowa's Admissions website (https://grad.admissions.uiowa.edu/apply). Please note:
The Computer Science Department's deadline for submission of the graduate application and
required documents is January 1 for fall admission. We do not accept applications for spring
admission except in rare circumstances. The Director of Graduate Studies Kasturi Varadarajan will
determine on a case-by-case basis if a student is eligible to apply for spring admission.

•

The completion of a four-year undergraduate degree (or its equivalent) from an accredited
institution. (Students applying to the PhD program need not have a master's degree prior to
admission. Those who do may apply for transfer credit of their master’s courses towards the PhD
program requirements; see Transfer Credits 4.2.8.)

•

A minimum 3.00 undergraduate grade point average on a four-point scale. Admitted graduate
students in recent years had an average undergraduate GPA of 3.55 on a 4.00 scale.
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•

For applicants to the PhD and MCS programs, international or domestic, the Graduate Record
Examination (GRE) General Test is not required but optional. Applicants who want their GRE scores
to be included as part of their application may submit their scores. Applicants who do not include
GRE scores will not be at any disadvantage on that account. The GRE General Test scores of PhD
students admitted recently averaged 155 Verbal, 164 Quantitative and 4 Analytic Writing. GRE
General test scores of MCS students admitted recently averaged 153 Verbal, 163 Quantitative and
3.5 Analytic Writing.

•

The Graduate College requires a minimum TOEFL score of 81 for Internet-based testing or a
minimum IELTS score of 7.0 (with no section score lower than 6.0) for international applicants
whose native language is not English. However, students with TOEFL scores below 100 on Internetbased testing are generally not admitted to Computer Science graduate programs. Exceeding these
scores does not guarantee admission, and average scores of students who are awarded financial
aid are significantly higher. All students submitting IELTS scores must also take an on-campus
English Proficiency Evaluation prior to registration.

.

•
•
•

Undergraduate and graduate transcripts, showing strong performance in the following key
areas: o Math foundations (calculus, discrete math, probability, numerical analysis, etc.)
Programming (C, C++, Java) and programming language foundations
Data structures and algorithms
Software and hardware systems

In addition, we look for exposure to database programming and network programming.
•

Three letters of recommendation and/or a recommendation form. Recommendations should be
completed by persons who have direct knowledge of an applicant’s intellectual ability, motivation to
study computer science, preparation for graduate school, creativity in research, capacity to work
independently, and, if an international student, ability to speak and write English.

•

A statement of purpose indicating that the applicant understands the nature of the graduate program
for which s/he is applying, and to perhaps express interest in a particular area of computer science.
A statement of purpose is particularly important for PhD applicants as a way of showing their
preparedness to quickly start research in a specific area of Computer Science.

•

A curriculum vitae or résumé.

We regret that we are unable to evaluate any individual’s probability of admission prior to formal
application beyond the information already presented here.

1.2.1. CONDITIONAL ADMISSION
In exceptional circumstances, a student who does not meet the criteria for regular admission may be
granted conditional admission. The Department will specify the conditions a student must meet to achieve
regular status and will advise the student accordingly. The student must fulfill the conditions within two
sessions of registration in the Graduate College, or face dismissal. Admission in this special category is
reserved for cases where there are strong indications for success in the program, despite weaknesses in
certain parts of the application.
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1.3. APPLICATION PROCESS
The candidate must file an application for admission online (available at The University of Iowa web site
https://grad.admissions.uiowa.edu/apply. The candidate must also submit official transcripts, test scores and
other supporting material (e.g., a statement of purpose) by the designated deadline for the session in which
admission is requested. The University of Iowa application fee must be paid before the application is
considered.

1.4. APPLICATION DEADLINE
Those seeking admission for the fall semester must have their completed applications on file by January 1.
For full consideration, all supplementary materials (transcripts, letters of recommendation and statement of
purpose) should also be received by that date. We do not do summer admissions, but we do a very small
number of spring admissions, under exceptional circumstances. Students interested in spring admission are
required to receive permission to apply from the Director of Graduate Studies and must complete their
application by October 15.

1.5. EARLY ADMISSION
A student who is within 6 semester hours of having satisfied all the requirements for the bachelor's degree at
The University of Iowa or any other accredited college may be granted early admission to the Graduate
College. With early admission, the student may begin their graduate course work at the same time they are
completing their last semester of undergraduate study.

1.6. DEFERRED ADMISSION
Students admitted to either the PhD or MCS program may request a deferral of admission, one time only, for
up to one year beyond the originally specified matriculation date. While such deferrals are automatically
granted, students offered admission with financial support who defer their start date will not be guaranteed
the same financial package the following year.

1.7. READMISSION
Students who are admitted to a CS graduate program, but who then fail to register for a period of 12 months
or more must complete an Application for Readmission to a Graduate Program (to resume study in the
same graduate program), found at https://grad.admissions.uiowa.edu/apply/returning-graduate-students on
the Admissions website. Acceptance is dependent upon departmental approval for the session in which
readmission is desired. Consideration of the application for readmission will be governed by the
departmental and Graduate College admissions standards in effect at the time of reapplication.
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1.8. RECONSIDERATION
Candidates not selected for admission may request reconsideration, one time only, for the following
academic year without preparing a new application by contacting The University of Iowa Office of Admission
and requesting a change in session, or by requesting that the CS Academic Services Coordinator initiate the
change. Note that it is the candidate's responsibility to ensure that any updated information or
documentation is provided before subsequent application deadlines.

1.9. DUAL DEGREES
Students in the doctoral program of another UI department may elect to pursue an MCS degree concurrent
with their doctoral program. Students will need approval from their home department before requesting
admission to the MCS program. Contact the CS Academic Services Coordinator for more information.

1.10. CHANGE IN PROGRAM
The Department recognizes that a student's goals may change once they begin graduate study. Any student
contemplating such a change in status should discuss the issue with their advisor and the Director of
Graduate Studies.
After consulting their faculty advisor, students opting to drop from the PhD to the MCS program may do so
by filing an appropriate Graduate College Change of Status form with the Department Academic Services
Coordinator. Such requests are almost always approved.
Students originally admitted to the MCS program may also request a change in status to enter the PhD
program. Note, however, since the PhD is the more selective of the two programs, a request to change from
the MCS to the PhD program is not approved automatically and will go through the same review process as
external applicants to the PhD program. These applications are all considered together in the spring for the
following fall admission. Please contact the Academic Services Coordinator for more information on the
application process.

2. Financial Support
The Department commits to provide financial support to full-time PhD students during their first four years in
the PhD program, provided appropriate academic progress is maintained, expectations of assistantship are
met, and English proficiency requirements for a teaching assistantship are met. This progress is measured
by timely completion of qualifying, comprehensive, and final exams, research productivity, grades, and
performance of assistantship duties. Beyond the first four years, students should expect to be supported by
their PhD advisor as a Research Assistant (RA), or through fellowships or other non-departmental
resources. The Department sometimes provides Teaching Assistant (TA) positions for students who are
beyond their fourth year, especially in cases where the student received RA support or fellowships during
one or more of the first four years of the program. Many MCS students also receive support as a TA.
Several other forms of financial support are available through the Graduate College and the University.
These include graduate teaching assistantships, research assistantships, scholarships, Post
Comprehensive Research Awards, Summer Fellowships, Seashore-Ballard Fellowships, and, for
exceptional entering students, Iowa Recruitment Fellowships https://grad.uiowa.edu/funding/fellowships.
External fellowships, such as the NSF Graduate Fellowships, are also available and the Graduate College
provides funding consultations https://grad.uiowa.edu/grad-success/fellowship-and-grant-support .
Competition for these positions is quite keen.
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A student must be formally admitted to the Graduate College before being tendered any form of graduate
appointment. Scholars, fellows, and research and teaching assistants must be registered as students in
good standing in order to hold such appointments. Appointments will be terminated when student status is
terminated.
2.1. STIPENDS
During the academic year (i.e., fall and spring semesters), students appointed to an assistantship position
are usually appointed to a 50% assistantship. Somewhat rarely, a student may be appointed to a 25%
assistantship. In the Computer Science Department, 50% assistantship stipends cover the cost of living and
schooling for our TAs and RAs. The University publishes reasonable cost estimates, for the College of
Liberal Arts, on its web page at https://grad.admissions.uiowa.edu/cost/graduate-programs-liberal-artssciences-estimated-costs-domestic.
Graduate assistants holding appointments of 25% or greater are assessed tuition at the resident rate. In
addition, students holding at least a 25% appointment and enrolled for 9 or more semester hours of
coursework will receive a full tuition scholarship. The tuition scholarship is prorated if the student is enrolled
for fewer than 9 semester hours. The student will also receive a fee scholarship for 50% of the mandatory
student fees assessed in the fall and spring semesters.
2.1.1. ENGLISH PROFICIENCY
All graduate students whose first language is not English are evaluated for verbal English proficiency upon
matriculation into a Computer Science graduate program. The results of the ESPA and ELPT tests
determine the kind of teaching that can be assigned – full responsibility, a discussion or lab section, or to
grade papers – if a teaching assistantship is applied for.
If an A or B level of certification is not initially achieved, additional English language courses are
recommended through the English as a Second Language (ESL) Programs Office.
For PhD Students, who are guaranteed funding, the Computer Science Department will pay for one course
only and expects you to have a minimum of a B rating by the end of your second semester.
For MCS students, who are not guaranteed funding, our department does not cover the expense of taking
TA preparation courses, and you are responsible for these expenses.

2.1.2 COURSE REQUIREMENTS ON RESPONSIBLE CODE OF CONDUCT
Funding agencies (e.g., NSF and NIH) require that graduate students, and post-docs that they fund, receive
training on responsible conduct of research. In response the Graduate College has asked departments to
develop courses that provide this training.
The Department of Computer Science offers the course CS:5980-Topics in CS III-Computing Research
Ethics. to satisfy this requirement. It is expected that all PhD students complete this course within their first
two years. In addition, MCS students who work as RAs, must also complete this course as soon as possible
after the start of their Research Assistantship.
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2.1.3. HARASSMENT PREVENTION TRAINING
All students holding graduate assistantships for the first time must complete harassment prevention training.
Renewal appointments will not be processed for anyone who has not completed the training. The CS
Administrator will provide information for this relevant training.
Returning graduate assistants must take a refresher course in harassment prevention training every three
calendar years from the date of the most recent training.

2.2. ASSISTANTSHIP JOB EXPECTATIONS, PERFORMANCE REVIEW AND WORK LOAD
Early in the semester, all RAs and TAs will receive written notification of their assistantship expectations and
general guidelines as to the time needed to perform each task within their job description. Feedback from
faculty supervisors and teaching evaluations will be used to conduct regular performance reviews. NOTE:
Renewal of assistantships is subject to satisfactory performance of assistantship duties, being in good
standing as a student, and satisfying English proficiency requirements.
A quarter-time (25%) assistantship carries a responsibility for an average of 10 hours of work per week; a
half-time (50%) assistantship means an average of 20 hours per week. Except in unusual circumstances
and when prior approval has been obtained, appointments or combinations of appointments exceeding 50%
are not permitted.

2.3. TEACHING ASSISTANTSHIPS
Teaching assistantships are the most common form of financial support, generally given to PhD students in
the early years of their studies and some MCS students. Teaching assistantships serve two purposes:
assistance in the instructional program of the University and the preparation of future teachers. However,
even students not aiming to become teachers greatly benefit from the improved technical communication
skills that usually result from a teaching assistantship. Further details regarding teaching assistantships are
located within the Teaching Assistant Handbook included with this publication.

2.3.1. APPLICATION PROCESS
All graduate students seeking financial support as a TA must formally apply for an award before the
specified deadline. Notices describing how to apply for support will be sent to all graduate students in
October for the spring semester and in March for the summer session and fall semester.

2.3.2. ATTENDANCE POLICY FOR TAS
Start Date for TAs: The first day of the TA appointment is the third business day before classes begin.
Unless pre-approved, failure to report by that time may result in loss of appointment or pay deduction.
End Date for TAs: The College views graduate TAs as professionals and expects them to fulfill their
professional obligations before leaving. In the case of TAs, the last date of work is the date that final grades
are due. The last date of work may be earlier with the permission of the faculty supervisor.
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2.3.3. ABSENCE POLICY FOR TAS
TAs must report to their faculty supervisor if they will be absent from class or unable to perform their TA
duties due to illness or family emergencies. The faculty supervisor and Director of Graduate Studies or the
DEO must pre-approve absences for any other reasons or for absences of more than one week. The faculty
supervisor alone cannot approve an absence in those cases. Schedules cannot be substituted or
exchanged with other TAs without prior approval by the faculty supervisor and the Director of Graduate
Studies or the DEO. TAs are not expected to make up for time missed on an hour-for-hour basis. Rather,
they are expected to fulfill their job responsibilities in a timely and professional manner; for example,
scheduling an extra class or holding additional office hours if necessary.

2.4. RESEARCH ASSISTANTSHIPS
Research assistantships are awarded by faculty to qualified graduate students to participate in scholarly
research. In awarding research assistantships, faculty members often give preference to PhD students and
those who demonstrate strong potential for research. RA positions should be sought by contacting individual
faculty members; the Department does not award RA positions directly.

2.4.1. ATTENDANCE POLICY FOR RAS
Start Date for RAs: The first day of the RA appointment is the third business day before classes begin.
End Date for RAs: The College views graduate RAs as professionals and expects them to fulfill their
professional obligations before leaving. In the case of RAs, the last date of work is the last day of the
semester (i.e., the end of Final Exams Week). The last date of work may be earlier with the permission of
the faculty supervisor.

2.4.2. ABSENCE POLICY FOR RAS
All RA absences, except for illnesses or family emergencies, must be pre-approved by the faculty
supervisor. The faculty supervisor and the Director of Graduate Studies or the DEO must pre-approve
absences for other reasons or for absences of more than a week. RAs are not expected to make up for time
missed on an hour-for-hour basis. Rather, they are expected to complete their work assignments in a timely
and professional manner.

2.5. COGS
Specific terms and conditions of employment for graduate assistants are largely governed by the collective
bargaining agreement between The University of Iowa and the United Electrical, Radio and Machine
Workers of America union, Local 896, more commonly known as COGS (Campaign to Organize Graduate
Students). The COGS contract may be viewed directly from the COGS website https://cogs.org.

3. Registration Requirements
Full-time students are normally expected to take at least 9 semester hours during the fall and spring
semesters An exception would be for MCS students in their final term, who may register for less than 9
semester hours, as well as PhD students who have completed their comprehensive exam.
8

Occasionally, students holding assistantships and actively involved in research may be permitted to take as
few as 6 semester hours. A Registrar’s “short-hours form that is submitted online would be required. Please
contact the Academic Services Coordinator to process this form Additional constraints apply to international
students seeking reduced hours, who must complete both the “short hours” form and an online form offered
by the International Student and Scholar Services (ISSS). Approval is typically granted only to post-comp
PhD students.
Note that students awarded Graduate College funded fellowships, in the summer, must be registered for a
summer session course. At the present time, summer TAs and RAs need not be registered for classes in a
summer session if they were registered during the preceding academic year.

3.1. FULL-TIME VS. PART-TIME STATUS
Students should be aware of consequences when dropping courses result in part-time status. Full-time
status for graduate students is 9 semester hours or more; half-time status is 5-8 semester hours.


Visa status may be affected by anything less than full-time status for international students during
the academic year. Forms must be submitted to ISSS at the beginning of each applicable
semester. Use the form, Part-Time Authorization for Academic Reason, available on the ISSS
website.



If a student has been in the U.S. more than five years, they must be at least half time to be exempt
from Social Security and Medicare paycheck deductions.



Students must be at least half time for purposes of student loan deferment.

If applicable, the Registrar’s “short-hours form is submitted online. Please contact the Academic Services
Coordinator to process this form.

4. The Doctor of Philosophy (PhD)
The PhD program emphasizes preparation for research, teaching, and scholarly endeavor in academic
settings or private, industrial, or governmental laboratories. It requires completion of a minimum number of
semester hours of coursework, satisfactory performance on the qualifying exam, comprehensive exam and
the proposal, and the production and formal defense of a dissertation describing original research results.
The requirements described here are in addition to the University-wide requirements for the PhD degree
described in the https://grad.uiowa.edu/academics/manual.

4.1. ADVISING
Every graduate student must have a faculty advisor. For PhD students, the faculty advisor usually also
serves as the research supervisor and thesis committee chair. Entering students may be tentatively
assigned to a Computer Science faculty member whose research interests align with their own.
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4.1.1. ADVISOR SELECTION
Each student should select a PhD advisor from among the Computer Science Department faculty. Note that
CS faculty includes assistant, associate and full professors whose primary appointments are in CS, and
faculty whose primary appointments are in other departments but who hold joint appointments with CS (this
does not include adjuncts, visitors or lecturers). On the rare occasion when a student chooses a PhD
advisor who is outside the Department, a co-advisor from the CS faculty must be designated.
Once a faculty member has agreed to serve as a student's advisor, a Change of Advisor form, if applicable,
should be filed with the Academic Services Coordinator. The Department recognizes that an individual
student's interests may change with time, and that this may result in a student changing advisors
accordingly.

4.2. COURSE REQUIREMENTS
The PhD requires completion of a minimum of 72 semester hours of coursework beyond the bachelor's
degree.

4.2.1. CORE REQUIREMENT
All PhD students are required to take both courses below for a total of 6 semester hours:
CS:5350 Design and Analysis of Algorithms
and either
CS:4330 Theory of Computation
or
CS:5340 Limits of Computation
4.2.2. BREADTH REQUIREMENT
All PhD students are required to select a total of 3 courses (9 semester hours total), with at least one course
selected from each of the following three categories:
Systems and Software:
CS:4640 Computer Security
CS:4980 Topics in Computer Science II (section approved by Director of
Graduate Studies)
CS:5610 High Performance Computer Architecture
Networks and Distributed Systems:
CS:4980 Topics in Computer Science II (section approved by Director of Graduate Studies)
CS:5620 Distributed Systems and Algorithms
CS:5630 Cloud Computing Technology
Programming Languages and Compilers:
CS:4980 Topics in Computer Science II (section approved by Director of Graduate Studies)
CS:5810 Formal Methods in Software Engineering
CS:5850 Programming Language Foundations
CS:5860 Lambda Calculus and its Applications
10

New courses or specific section offerings of CS:4980 may also satisfy a given area requirement. Check with
the Director of Graduate Studies for approval.

4.2.3. PRACTICE REQUIREMENT
All PhD students are required to take at least one course (3 semester hours) having significant practical or
implementation-oriented content. With advisor approval, some examples would include:
CS:4400 Database Systems
CS:4420 Artificial Intelligence
CS:4440 Web Mining
CS:4470 Health Data Analytics
CS:4500 Research Methods in HCI
CS:4630 Mobile Computing
CS:4700 High Performance and Parallel Computing
CS:4720 Optimization Techniques
CS:4980 Topics in Computer Science II (section approved by Director of Graduate Studies)
CS:5800 Fundamentals of Software Engineering
CS:5990 Individualized Research or Programming Projects

4.2.4. COLLOQUIUM REQUIREMENT
All PhD students must accumulate at least 4 semester hours of CS:6000, the Computer Science
Department Colloquium Series. Students enrolled in CS:6000 are graded S/U. Students must attend at least
80% of scheduled talks to get a satisfactory score for the course. Please be aware that, occasionally,
colloquia may occur on days and times other than when CS:6000 is normally scheduled.

4.2.5 RESPONSIBLE CONDUCT OF RESEARCH REQUIREMENT
The Department of Computer Science offers the course CS:5980-Topics in CS III-Computing Research
Ethics every spring semester. It is required that all PhD students complete this course within their first two
years.

4.2.6. Cognate Area Requirement
All PhD students are required to select, in consultation with their advisor, 3 courses, for a minimum of 9
semester hours constituting coherent coverage of an external cognate area. Reasonable choices include,
but are not limited to, mathematics, statistics, management sciences, genetics, biology, or an engineering
discipline.
4.2.7. ELECTIVE COURSES
PhD students should fill the remaining required semester hours with a combination of thesis hours, directed
readings, CS graduate courses, and non-CS graduate courses, all approved by their advisor. Note: CS:7990
Research for Dissertation may be taken only in the semesters following successful completion of the
comprehensive exam.
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4.2.8. TRANSFER CREDITS
Graduate Admissions and the Department will review graduate coursework already completed that may
warrant transfer credit. Advising sessions will determine how those credits will affect the student’s program
requirements. Note: regardless of how many transfer credits are awarded, Graduate College residency
requirements must always be satisfied. Also, transferred courses that are being used to satisfy program
requirements must be less than 10 years old at the time of the comprehensive exam.

To have a program requirement waived on the basis of prior graduate coursework, or transfer credits to a
University of Iowa degree, the student must submit a petition to the Director of Graduate Studies. The
petition form is available online at https://cs.uiowa.edu/sites/cs.uiowa.edu/files/202103/program_requirement_exception_petition.pdf. Completed forms will be forwarded to the Academic
Services Coordinator.

4.3. QUALIFYING EXAM REQUIREMENT
The purpose of the qualifying exam is to demonstrate the ability to read, analyze, synthesize, and
communicate current research results.

4.3.1. QUALIFYING EXAM TIMETABLE
Qualifying exams are given twice a year, approximately mid-September and mid-February. PhD students
should take the qualifying exam at the beginning of their second year. PhD Students should start interacting
with their initial advisor as soon as possible – preferably early in the fall semester – to set up a plan for
starting research that will lead to success in the qualifying exam. Students must pass the qualifying exam by
the end of their second year.
4.3.2. QUALIFYING EXAM STRUCTURE
A qualifying exam is based on a small number (3-5) of research articles selected in consultation with the
student's advisor. The candidate prepares a 15-20 page synthesis/discussion of this material. It is okay for a
paper co-authored by the student to be one of the research articles covered by the qualifying exam report,
however such a paper, by itself, cannot serve as a qualifying exam report.
4.3.3. QUALIFYING EXAM PANEL
Each student attempting the qualifying exam is required to submit a a Request for PhD Qualifying Exam
workflow form (https://workflow.uiowa.edu/entry/new/2966) and the qualifying exam report by Sept 1 (for the
fall exam) or Feb 1 (for the spring exam). A panel of three faculty will be selected by the Department and a
date and time will be assigned during the scheduled exam period for the candidate's 20-40 minute oral
presentation The three-member faculty panel will decide the outcome of the exam by majority vote.
4.3.4. QUALIFYING EXAM FAILURE
A student who fails the qualifying exam will be permitted to repeat the exam one additional time. PhD
students who do not pass the qualifying exam by the second semester of the second year (regardless of the
number of attempts undertaken) will be automatically dropped into the MCS program.
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4.3.5. MASTER OF COMPUTER SCIENCE DEGREE (MCS) EN ROUTE TO THE PHD
Students may request that an MCS degree be granted when all course requirements for the MCS have been
satisfied. If an MCS degree is to be awarded, please be aware of the appropriate deadlines (e.g., for
submitting). In addition to completing the Application for Degree, MCS students must contact the Academic
Services Coordinator, who will run a Degree Audit for the MCS. The Academic Services Coordinator will
compare the Degree Audit to the Student’s current MCS Plan of Study Form, and request any approved
exceptions, if required. Note that students who opt for the MCS may not request an MS degree at the time
of their comprehensive exam (see Section 4.4.2). A minimum of 32 graduate credit hours are required for
the MCS degree.

4.4. COMPREHENSIVE EXAM REQUIREMENT
Please note that the Graduate College has rules governing the comprehensive exam, and additional
requirements imposed by the Department must respect those rules. Students should always refer to the
Manual of Rules of Regulations of the Graduate College as the final authority in the case of any perceived
inconsistencies.
The comprehensive exam will consist of a review of the literature and preliminary outline and investigation of
a research problem that will be pursued for the PhD thesis. Students should plan to pass their
comprehensive exam before the end of their third year and certainly by the end of their fourth year to remain
in good standing.

4.4.1. COMPREHENSIVE EXAM STRUCTURE
The structure and evaluation of the comprehensive exam follows the procedures outlined in the Manual of
Rules and Regulations of the Graduate College. In this context, students should note that the departmental
requirements on the structure of the comprehensive exam committee are stronger than the minimum
requirements of the Graduate College. With the help of the Academic Services Coordinator, the student
should update their departmental Plan of Study and complete a Request/Report for Doctoral
Comprehensive Exam form and a Doctoral Plan of Study Summary Sheet found on the Grad College
website: https://www.grad.uiowa.edu/content/publications-and-forms-for-students. The Academic Services
Coordinator will ensure that the appropriate paperwork is submitted to the Graduate College for approval.
Students must be registered for classes at the time of their comprehensive exam.

The exam may be written, oral, or both, at the discretion of the student's committee. A typical student might
prepare a 20-30 page survey/discussion (along the lines of the introduction and literature review from an
eventual thesis) for distribution to their faculty committee, followed at least two weeks later by a brief 20-40
minute oral presentation, and a question/answer session.

The comprehensive exam committee, arranged by the student, requires a minimum of five faculty members,
of which four must be UI tenure-track faculty. At least two of the faculty members are from the major
department (defined as faculty members who hold any appointment in the major department or program),
and are members of the University of Iowa tenure-track faculty. The committee must be approved by the
Director of Graduate Studies and appointed by the Dean of the Graduate College.
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4.4.2. MASTER’S DEGREE (MS) AT COMPREHENSIVE EXAM
Students may request that the MS degree be granted at the time of the comprehensive exam by notifying
the Academic Services Coordinator at the time the comprehensive exam paperwork is completed. The MS
degree without thesis is awarded upon successful completion of the comprehensive exam but may, at the
examination committee's discretion, be awarded even if the student does not pass the exam. Note that
students who opt to receive the MCS (see Section 4.3.5) may not receive the MS too. If an MS degree is to
be awarded, please be aware of the appropriate deadlines (e.g., for submission of the Application for
Degree and Plan of Study Summary Form). A minimum of 32 graduate credit hours are required for the MS
degree.

4.4.3. POST-COMPREHENSIVE EXAM REGISTRATION
After completion of the comprehensive exam, the student is required to maintain continuous registration (fall
and spring semesters) through completion of the dissertation and graduation. Note that there are special
rules for post-comprehensive exam registration, as students will typically not be enrolled in classes, but
rather will be working exclusively on the thesis requirement (see the Graduate College Manual
https://grad.uiowa.edu/academics/manual).
Please note that post-comp registration must be for a minimum of 1 semester hour, typically in CS:7990
Research for Dissertation. For example, cooperative internships for 0 semester hours do not satisfy the
registration requirement.

4.5. ACADEMIC REGISTRATION REQUIREMENT
Student registration should reflect accurately the amount and kind of work undertaken in the Graduate
College. The Ph.D., D.M.A., and DNP are granted primarily on the basis of achievement, and engagement
with one’s discipline is an important part of achieving quality in a dissertation. The purpose of the registration
requirement is to promote a high level of intellectual and scholarly activity at The University of Iowa. These
requirements foster intensive, concentrated engagement with the faculty members and graduate students in
a student's program.
All doctoral programs will contain a minimum of 72 semester hours of graduate work. Of those 72 semester
hours, at least 39 must be earned while registered in The University of Iowa Graduate College, and after
formal program admission. For example, the academic registration requirement cannot be fulfilled by
coursework completed under the non-degree or non-departmental student classification or with transfer
credit. A student must be registered in the semester in which he/she earns his/her degree. For full details,
see the Graduate College Manual https://grad.uiowa.edu/academics/manual.

4.6. DISSERTATION REQUIREMENT
The dissertation must describe original research performed by the PhD candidate and must be defended
before a faculty committee. Please note that the Graduate College has rules governing the final
exam/dissertation defense, and additional requirements imposed by the Department must respect those
rules. Students should always refer to the Manual of Rules of Regulations of the Graduate College as the
final authority in the case of any perceived inconsistencies in determining all requirements that must be met.
4.6.1. DISSERTATION COMMITTEE AND PROPOSAL DEFENSE
The department requires the candidate to successfully complete their proposal defense at least six months
prior to the final exam. In exceptional circumstances, the student may petition the Director of Graduate
Studies to waive the six-month requirement. For their proposal defense, a student must form a dissertation
committee and circulate a formal thesis proposal to the committee. The proposal should describe the
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research performed to date, related work, and an outline of the expected thesis results. The student must, in
essence, argue the originality and significance of the expected results to the committee in a manner
consistent with their advisor's counsel (this may or may not include an oral presentation). Possible outcomes
of a thesis proposal are (i) the committee finds the proposal satisfactory, or (ii) the committee suggests
modifications and in a few weeks after the proposal the student and committee reach a consensus (via email or face-to-face meetings) on a modified set of expected thesis results, or (iii) the committee asks the
student to redo their proposal, likely with a fresh proposal document and oral presentation, giving the
student enough time to address the committee’s concerns.
Students should complete the departmental workflow form, Request to Appoint a PhD Committee/Proposal
Defense form https://workflow.uiowa.edu/entry/new/2967), when all members have agreed to serve on the
committee and a tentative date has been set for the proposal defense. The committee requires a minimum
of five faculty members, of which four must be UI tenure-track faculty. At least two of the faculty members
are from the major department (defined as faculty members who hold any appointment in the major
department or program), and are members of the University of Iowa tenure-track faculty. The student’s
advisor serves as the chair of the committee. The thesis proposal shall be made available to all members of
the dissertation committee no later than two weeks before the date of the proposal defense.

4.6.2. DISSERTATION DEFENSE
The structure and evaluation of the final exam will follow the procedure outline in the Manual of Rules and
Regulations of the Graduate College. In this context, students should note that the departmental
requirements on the structure of the final exam committee are stronger than the minimum requirements of
the Graduate College. The general expectation is that the final exam committee be the same as the
committee that approved the candidate’s thesis proposal. If situations where this requirement cannot be
met, the candidate may petition the Director of Graduate Studies for an exception. The final exam committee
requires a minimum of five faculty members, of which four must be UI tenure-track faculty. At least two of
the faculty members are from the major department (defined as faculty members who hold any appointment
in the major department or program), and are members of the University of Iowa tenure-track faculty. The
final exam committee must be approved by the Director of Graduate Studies and appointed by the Dean of
the Graduate College. With the help of the Academic Services Coordinator, students should complete a
Application for Degree and contact the Academic Services Coordinator, who will process an Exam Request
Workflow form and if needed, an Application for change in Plan of Study workflow form.
In addition, the appropriate paperwork, especially thesis deposits, must be filed with the Graduate College
within the specified time constraints. Further details regarding submission and formatting requirements, for
the thesis, is also found on the Graduate College website: https://grad.uiowa.edu/academics/thesis-anddissertation . Note that the Graduate College requires that Dissertations be made available to all members
of the examining committee not later than two weeks before the date of the examination.
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4.7. ACADEMIC STANDING
Students must maintain a minimum 3.0 grade point average to remain in good standing with the Graduate
College. Falling below that level will result in academic probation at the collegiate level. The Department
requirements are more stringent -- PhD students must maintain a grade point average of 3.25. Furthermore,
each PhD student must, at a minimum:
• demonstrate progress towards the degree usually measured by publications in conferences and
journals;
• demonstrate capacity and aptitude for research as judged by the advisor and committee;
• pass the qualifying exam by the end of their second year; and
• pass the comprehensive exam by the end of their fourth year.
A student who does not meet these criteria will be placed on departmental academic probation.
A policy defining procedures to be followed in the dismissal of students from graduate programs has been
approved by the Board of Regents, and are contained in the Manual of Rules and Regulations of the
Graduate College; found on the web at https://grad.uiowa.edu/academics/manual.

4.7.1. ACADEMIC REVIEW
The faculty will meet each fall to review all aspects of each student's progress towards a degree, with
student standing ultimately determined by the faculty. Typically, PhD students having less than a 3.25 GPA
should demonstrate exceptional strength in other measures of achievement, or risk being placed on
departmental probation. A letter, resulting from this academic review, will be forwarded to PhD students in
the fall semester of each year and a reminder letter forwarded each spring semester.

4.7.2. DEPARTMENTAL PROBATION
A student placed on departmental probation shall be given a written explanation of the reasons for this
action, along with a reasonable period of time (typically one year) within which the student shall take
corrective action or be dismissed from the graduate program.

4.7.3. PHD DEPARTMENTAL PLAN OF STUDY FORM
Each student is responsible for maintaining an up-to-date PhD Plan of Study document on file with the
Academic Services Coordinator. The PhD Plan of Study is used to track student progress throughout the
program, and should be updated each semester in collaboration with the student's advisor. It is also used to
prepare the Graduate College’s Plan of Study summary document when requesting permission to take the
comprehensive examination.

4.8. PETITIONS
Students may submit petitions to the CS Academic Services Coordinator for deviations from the
requirements outlined here. Petition forms are available at the end of this document or online at
https://cs.uiowa.edu/sites/cs.uiowa.edu/files/2021-03/program_requirement_exception_petition.pdf.
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5. The Master of Computer Science (MCS)
The MCS is a non-research, course-based program for students who wish to enhance their careers with
advanced knowledge of computer science. The requirements described here are in addition to the
University-wide requirements for master's degrees described in the
https://grad.uiowa.edu/academics/manual.

5.1. COURSE REQUIREMENTS
The MCS requires a minimum of 32 semester hours of coursework beyond the bachelor's degree. This
includes 2 semester hours of CS:6000-Colloquium and 10 additional courses (3 or more semester hours
each).
5.1.1. THEORY
All MCS students are required to take one of the following for a total of 3 s.h. This requirement may be met
by using an approved CS:4980 course as well.









CS:4330 Theory of Computation
CS:4350 Logic in Computer Science
CS:5340 Limits of Computation
CS:5350 Design and Analysis of Algorithms
CS:5360 Randomized Algorithms
CS:5370 Computational Geometry
CS:5850 Programming Language Foundations
CS:5860 Lambda Calculus and its Applications

5.1.2. ALGORITHMS
All MCS students are required to take CS:4310 Design and Implementation of Algorithms

5.1.3. COLLOQUIUM REQUIREMENT
All MCS students must accumulate at least 2 semester hours of CS:6000, the CS Department Colloquium
Series. Students enrolled in CS:6000 are graded S/U. Students must attend at least 80% of scheduled talks
to get a satisfactory score for the course. Please be aware that, occasionally, colloquia may occur on days
and times other than when CS:6000 is normally scheduled.

5.1.4. ELECTIVE COURSES
MCS students should complete their remaining 24 s.h. (8 courses) with a combination of computer science
graduate courses, research and project courses, and non-CS graduate courses approved by their advisor.
See https://catalog.registrar.uiowa.edu/courses/cs/ for relevant courses. The choice of electives must satisfy
the following constraints:


at least 6 courses (18 semester hours) must be classroom-based CS graduate courses.
These are CS courses numbered 4300 or above, excluding CS:5110, CS:5990, CS:6000, CS:6990,
and CS:7990.
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at most 1 Individualized research/project course (CS:5990). This course is an excellent option
for students interested in exploring an area in CS beyond the treatment provided by CS classroom
based courses. MCS students interested in pursuing a PhD usually benefit from taking CS:5990.



at most 2 technical courses (approved by the advisor) that are not CS graduate courses. For
students looking for courses outside the department, courses in mathematics, statistics, electrical
engineering, industrial engineering, management sciences, etc. are some popular choices. Students
also may include up to 1 course at the CS 3000 level taken during a student's first year in the
M.C.S. program, limited to the following: CS:3620 Operating Systems; CS:3640 Introduction to
Networks and Their Applications; or CS:3820 Programming Language Concepts.

Students should note of the 24 s.h. of electives, at most 6 s.h. can come from some combination of (i) an
individualized research/project course (CS:5990), and (ii) technical courses (approved by the advisor) that
are not CS graduate courses.

5.2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SUBTRACK
The Computer Science Department, with the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, offers a
subtrack in software engineering within the MCS program. Students completing CS:5800 Fundamentals of
Software Engineering, CS:5810 Formal Methods in Software Engineering, CS:5820 Software Engineering
Languages and Tools, and CS:5830 Software Engineering Project, receive a Software Engineering subtrack
designation on their transcript. See the Academic Services Coordinator to file the appropriate paperwork
when applying for the degree at graduation, if you were not originally accepted into this program.

5.3. FINAL SEMESTER/GRADUATION
In addition to completing the Application for Degree, MCS students must contact the Academic Services
Coordinator, who will run a Degree Audit for the MCS. The Academic Services Coordinator will compare the
Degree Audit to the Student’s current MCS Plan of Study Form, and request any approved exceptions, if
required.

5.4. ACADEMIC REGISTRATION REQUIREMENT
The Graduate College has explicit residence requirements that must be satisfied in order to obtain the MCS.
Of the minimum 32 semester hours required for the degree, at least 24 semester hours must be completed
after admission to a UI graduate program. Various forms of extramural registration may qualify toward
fulfillment of the previously mentioned 24 semester hours residence requirement. Please refer to the
Graduate College Manual https://grad.uiowa.edu/academics/manual.
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5.5. ACADEMIC STANDING
Students must maintain a minimum 2.75 grade point average to remain in good standing with the Graduate
College. Falling below that level will result in academic probation at the collegiate level. The Department of
Computer Science expects students to maintain a 3.00 GPA across their graduate degree program and
students must have at minimum a 2.75 to graduate with the MCS degree. For details, see the Manual of
Rules and Regulations of the Graduate College.
A policy defining procedures to be followed in the dismissal of students from graduate programs has been
approved by the Board of Regents, and are contained in the Manual of Rules and Regulations, found on the
web at https://grad.uiowa.edu/academics/manual.
5.5.1. MCS PLAN OF STUDY FORM
Each student is responsible for maintaining an up-to-date MCS Plan of Study document on file with the
Academic Services Coordinator. The MCS Plan of Study is used to track student progress throughout the
program, and should be updated each semester in collaboration with the student's advisor. It is also used to
complete the Graduate College’s Plan of Study summary document when preparing for graduation.

5.6. PETITIONS
Students may submit petitions to the Director of Graduate Studies for deviations from the requirements
outlined here. The petition form is available online at https://cs.uiowa.edu/sites/cs.uiowa.edu/files/202103/program_requirement_exception_petition.pdf.

6. Academic Integrity
Work outside the classroom on assignments and programming projects plays a particularly important role in
the learning process in computer science. It is essential that each student's work reflect his or her own effort.
Our department treats cheating seriously. Instructors retain considerable latitude in the penalties they may
invoke. For a first offense, an instructor can fail the student in the course. For a second offense, the
Department can expel the student from the program. All offenses must be reported to the Department Chair.
Students involved in research should understand that it is essential to give proper credit for other people's
ideas and work when they present them in their own writing. The University's policy on ethics in research is
included in Chapter 27.6 of the Operations Manual and should be thoughtfully considered by any student
undertaking research, as well as Student Rights and Responsibilities included in the Student Academic
Policies Handbook (Academic Handbook | College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (uiowa.edu) ), published by
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
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FLOWCHART FOR CS GRADUATE DEGREES
Please note that Graduate College deadlines are earlier than expected: in February and March for
May graduates; June for August graduates; and September and October for December graduates.
PROGRAM ENTRY
MCS

PhD

For Graduation

PhD Qualifying Exam

1) Application for Degree
2) Academic Services Coordinator runs
Degree Audit, reviews current plan of study
form, and requests any approved
exceptions

Initiate a PhD Qualifying Exam Workflow Request Form
(2nd Year 1st Semester)

(Final Semester)

PhD Comprehensive Exam
1)
2)
3)

Doctoral Plan of Study Summary Sheet
Submit request for Doctoral Comprehensive Examination
in workflow
Copy of grade report and current registration – MyUI

If applying for an MS at this time, then also:
1) Application for Degree
2) Non-Doctoral Plan of Study Summary Sheet
3) Copy of grade report and current registration – MyUI
(3rd Year)

If MCS is preferred to MS, follow directions “For Graduation”
under MCS, when coursework is complete.

Write a Thesis Proposal and Defend It
Submit a PhD Committee/Proposal Defense Workflow form
(4th Year)

Write a Dissertation and Defend In Final Semester:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Application for Degree
Submit request for Final Examination workflow form
Request for Change in Plan of Study if needed
Exam approved by committee and Departmental Executive
Officer
Thesis submitted through Graduate College web site.
(5th Year)
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Links to Computer Science Graduate Program
Handbook, Forms, and information
Main Page, including links to handbook and flow chart: https://cs.uiowa.edu/graduate/advising
PhD Plan of Study Form: https://cs.uiowa.edu/sites/cs.uiowa.edu/files/2021-03/phd_plan_of_study.pdf
PhD Qualifying Exam Request Workflow Form: https://workflow.uiowa.edu/entry/new/2966
Request to Appoint a PhD Committee / Proposal Defense: https://workflow.uiowa.edu/entry/new/2967
MCS Plan of Study Form: https://cs.uiowa.edu/sites/cs.uiowa.edu/files/2021-03/mcs_plan_of_study.pdf
Request for Software Engineering Subtrack Workflow: https://workflow.uiowa.edu/entry/new/2968
Petition for Program Requirement Exception: https://cs.uiowa.edu/sites/cs.uiowa.edu/files/202103/program_requirement_exception_petition.pdf
Independent Study Contract Workflow: https://workflow.uiowa.edu/entry/new/2971
Graduate Advisor Change Form: https://workflow.uiowa.edu/entry/new/2969
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INTRODUCTION

Teaching Assistants at The University of Iowa and in the Department of Computer Science play two roles: to
help educate other students while also educating yourselves. It is our departmental philosophy that one of
the best ways to learn a subject is to teach it. We hope that you discover students who help you explore
different questions, arrive at new solutions, and develop interpersonal skills. We also hope that being a TA
will help you throughout the rest of your life, particularly when searching for a career in the academic world.
You may expect conflict between the two roles as part of your teaching experience. It is like the conflict many
faculty members experience between their teaching and their research. Balance and organization are
important keys in dealing with this issue. It is best to develop a plan of action in which neither being a teacher
nor being a student is slighted. Being professional and doing both roles with energy will keep your work at a
higher level of quality and will help prevent your grades from suffering.
There are several publications that can serve as valuable resources. They include:
•

The Handbook for Teaching Excellence, published by the Center for Teaching in the ITS Office of
Teaching, Learning and Technology available at: https://teach.its.uiowa.edu/handbook-teachingexcellence-7th-edition.

•

The Department of Computer Science Graduate Handbook (including the TA Handbook), revised
yearly and available on the Web https://cs.uiowa.edu/graduate/advising

•

The General Catalog, updated yearly and available on the Web .

The first two handbooks especially contain information that will be crucial to your teaching and are available
online.

GENERAL EXPECTATIONS
Please note that your appointment as a TA begins three business days before the start of each semester.
You are expected to be available to your faculty supervisor and to students from that point on. Unless
preapproved, failure to report by that time may result in loss of appointment or pay deduction.
The College views graduate TAs as professionals and expects them to fulfill their professional obligations
before leaving/ending work for the semester. In the case of TAs, the last date of work is the date that final
grades are due. The last date of work may be earlier with the permission of the faculty supervisor.
TAs must report to their faculty supervisor if they will be absent from class or unable to perform their TA
duties due to illness or family emergencies. The faculty supervisor and Director of Graduate Studies or the
DEO must pre-approve absences for any other reasons or for absences of more than one week. The faculty
supervisor alone cannot approve an absence in those cases. Schedules cannot be substituted or exchanged
with other TAs without prior approval by the faculty supervisor and the Director of Graduate Studies or the
DEO. TAs are not expected to make up for time missed on an hour-for-hour basis. Rather, they are expected
to fulfill their job responsibilities in a timely and professional manner; for example, scheduling an extra class
or holding additional office hours if necessary.
Early in the semester, all RAs and TAs will receive written notification of their assistantship expectations and
general guidelines as to the time needed to perform each task within their job description. However, the
exact nature of a TA’s job varies with the professor or instructor with whom you work. You are responsible for
contacting your faculty supervisor and determining what is expected of you. Some possibilities include
grading homework, grading exams, grading programming projects, creating homework problems or
programming projects or exams, producing solution sets or sample programs, occasional lecturing,
searching for materials on the Internet or in the library, holding office hours, or photocopying classroom
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materials. You may also need to attend lectures, keep grades, or help maintain information as the course
progresses for inclusion in a course report at the end of the semester.
We expect you to hold office hours and to let your students know well in advance if office hours must be
cancelled. It is recommended that you email your students with alternative times, or ask another qualified TA
to cover for you.
TAs with 50% appointments who are handling discussion/lab sections are generally expected to schedule at
least three office hours per week. Those with 25% appointments are generally expected to schedule at least
two office hours per week.

TIME/JOB EXPECTATIONS
As stated in the contract signed when you accepted this position, we expect half-time (50%) TAs to work an
average of 20 hours per week, and to register for no more than 12 semester hours of class (or 6 hours during
summer session). Quarter-time (25%) appointees are expected to work an average of 10 hours per week.
International students must maintain full-time student status to safeguard visa requirements. Full-time is nine
semester hours of coursework per semester (excluding the summer session).
TAs employed by the Department fall roughly into three categories – those with primary responsibility for a
course (CS:3210); those who lead lab or discussion sections (CS:1020, CS:1110, CS:1210, CS:2110,
CS:2230, and CS:2820); and those who are primarily graders or course coordinators. Each of these types
carry different responsibilities. Feedback from faculty supervisors is solicited in the middle of the semester for
new TAs and at the end of each semester for all TAs. These are used in conjunction with ACE online course
evaluations to conduct annual performance evaluations for all TAs.
If any TA feels they are working efficiently, but being pressured to work more than is consistent with the level
of their appointment, it should first be discussed with the supervising faculty member. If the issue is not
resolved at that point, then it should be brought to the attention of Professor Kasturi Varadarajan, the
Director of Graduate Studies.

SICK LEAVE POLICY
If, due to illness or a family emergency, you are not able to perform your teaching responsibilities, please
remember that the main objective is to avoid having class cancelled. The first step is to talk to your faculty
supervisor. The best solution, when possible, is to arrange with another TA to perform your duties in your
absence, with the expectation that you will return the favor and assist them with their teaching responsibilities
some other time. If other arrangements to teach the class cannot be made and class must be cancelled,
please make sure that either you or the faculty supervisor calls the Department Office (3350713) so that a
member of the office staff can put a sign on the classroom door. An email to your students is the minimum
expected. As a TA, you are considered a professional employee and fulfilling your teaching duties is your
professional responsibility. TAs may be absent due to illness for up to 6.75 days per semester without loss of
pay.
If it becomes necessary to miss part of the semester due to reasons other than illness or family emergency,
please contact either Professor Varadarajan or Professor Alberto Segre, the Department Chair, for approval
before any teaching responsibilities are left unfulfilled. An unapproved absence could result in loss of
appointment or pay deduction.
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GENERAL DO’S AND DON’TS:
DO’S


Treat everyone with respect and in the same manner you would like to be treated.



If there are problem situations that you cannot handle, consult your faculty supervisor or Professor
Varadarajan.



Report suspected violations of academic conduct rules -- cheating, plagiarism, etc. -- to your
supervisor or to Professor Varadarajan. This is very important.



Always be available during office hours. Post these hours on your CS website, the course website,
and/or include them in the course syllabus.



Check your e-mail frequently and your mailbox weekly.



If you have students with disabilities, consult with your faculty supervisor about appropriate
accommodations.



Respect the policies about ethical use of software; bring any reports of abuse to the attention of
your faculty supervisor.



Be familiar with the University’s sexual harassment policies.

DON’TS


Since grades are posted online in ICON, physically posting grades is seldom done anymore. If you
do, do not display University ID numbers. The general policy is to assign a different identification
number and scramble the order from alphabetical. Pending grades (not yet moved to the student’s
permanent record) are available to students on MyUI as they are received by the Registrar’s Office.



Do not assign grades of I (incomplete) or S/U (satisfactory/ unsatisfactory) without prior approval
from the course supervisor.



If it becomes necessary to change the classroom location or the class time, please contact our
Department Administrator, Allison Rockwell, who will make the arrangements.



Do not assume you can change the time of the final examination as determined by the Registrar’s
Office. Changing the time requires approval at the collegiate level and a very strong justification.
Final Exam dates will be determined early in the semester and distributed by Matthieu Biger, the
Department’s Administrative Services Coordinator, to faculty supervisors. Before announcing the
time and date of a course’s final exam, we recommend that you check the information with
Matthieu.



Do not consider the copier or office supplies as available for personal use.

CLASS LISTS


Class lists and attendance records are submitted on-line via MAUI. Depending on the class and the
faculty supervisor, most TAs will verify attendance and save grades for their faculty supervisor to
approve. Final grades are submitted by the course supervisor to the DEO for approval, and are then
forwarded to the Registrar’s Office.
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A special note regarding Attendance and Midterm class lists: TAs are often reluctant to report
students who are consistently not attending class, or to report Ds and Fs on the Midterm class lists.
Please note that these grades do not affect the student’s permanent records. They do, however,
generate warning letters to the students, giving them the opportunity to drop the class before the
last drop deadline. The first attendance report is also important for another reason -- if a student is
not attending class, it may affect their financial aid.

WHERE TO REFER STUDENTS WITH CONCERNS
On the first day of classes, University policy requires the announcement that a student’s concern regarding a
TA’s oral communication skills are to be addressed to the faculty supervisor, or to Professor Varadarajan.
Professor Varadarajan can be reached in his office in 101D MacLean Hall, by phone at 335-0732, or by
email at kasturi-varadarajan@uiowa.edu. Please make it clear to the students that Professor Varadarajan is
available for concerns about the performance of a TA’s teaching responsibilities, but that he is not an
instructor for the course. Questions from students concerning particular problems or programs related to
class course work should be directed toward you, as the TA, or the faculty supervisor.
If you are approached by a student with a disability requesting that accommodations be made for him or her,
please arrange a meeting with both the student and your faculty supervisor to discuss in detail the particular
accommodations that will be necessary. More information on accommodating students with disabilities is
available on the Website of the Student Disability Services (SDS) office https://sds.studentlife.uiowa.edu/.
Please ask Allison Rockwell if you need assistance.

CHECK YOUR MAIL OFTEN
Because we must sometimes get important information to you on short notice, we suggest you check your email several times a day. The UI’s central administration uses the University mail alias
(firstnamelastname@uiowa.edu) for important email messages to faculty, staff and students. The
Department uses that same email address for emails sent out to all CS students (e.g., job opportunities). If
you do not use your Hawkmail account, please be sure to have email forwarded from your University mail
alias to wherever you choose to read your email.

OFFICES AND OFFICE SUPPLIES
The Department will provide TAs space to hold office hours and meet with students outside of office hours.
This may be in the 301 computer lab, or in a shared office used exclusively for meeting with students. If not
before, most office assignments are made during the week before the semester begins.
Office supplies such as pads and pens, AV markers, tape, staples, etc., can be found in the main office in 14
MacLean Hall. Please let Matthieu know when a particular supply is getting low so that more can be ordered.

DEPARTMENT COPIER
The Department copier is available for reproducing classroom materials. The copier is located in the main
office, 14 MLH. Please contact any of the CS office staff for instructions on use of the copier the first time.
Because the copier is heavily relied upon, please do not hesitate to ask for assistance. Many people are
inconvenienced if the copier becomes inoperable due to inadvertent misuse. Appropriate copying material
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includes syllabi, tests, and homework assignments related to the course for which you are a TA. You should
use one of the nearby copying stores or one of the University Copy Centers for personal material.

Harassment Prevention Training
Teaching Assistants are required to receive training on the Sexual Harassment Policy and the Consensual
Relationships Involving Students (CRIS) Policy. The College of Liberal Arts has organized training sessions
and all students holding graduate assistantships for the first time must complete sexual harassment training
as a condition of employment, and must re-train every three years. Renewal appointments will not be
processed for anyone who has not completed the training. The Administrator, coordinates this training and
monitors compliance to this required training.

TEXTBOOKS
Desk copies of the textbooks selected for individual courses are provided to each TA by the Department, and
is coordinated by The Administrative Services Coordinator. Textbooks should be returned to The Academic
Services Coordinator at the end of the semester.

TEACHING EVALUATIONS
First-time teaching assistants (those who have not taught at the University of Iowa previously) will have a
preliminary assessment conducted by their Departmental supervisor within the first eight weeks of the
semester in which they have assigned teaching duties. These evaluations forms will be shared with all new
TAs.
In addition, TAs who lead discussion sections or who have sole responsibility for courses will be evaluated
utilizing ACE (Assessing Classroom Environment) online forms in ICON. These evaluations gather feedback
on the instructor’s performance in the classroom. For lecture/discussion-format courses, evaluations are
done for both the lecturer and the discussion leaders. We ask that it be announced in class a few days
ahead of time and that time is allowed for students to complete their online evaluations in class. Online ACE
evaluations are open during the last two weeks of the semester, prior to Final Exam Week. Once the course
evaluation period has closed, reports are made available for instructor review. At any earlier point during the
semester, a faculty member from the Department may elect to sit in on a classroom for evaluation purposes,
particularly if it is a Teaching Assistant’s first time in a classroom. Please be aware that the Department uses
these evaluations in making rehiring decisions.

SOLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR COURSES
As the Director of Graduate Studies, Professor Varadarajan is the supervisor for CS:3210, the service course
for non-majors, Programming With C++ and Programming With Java.
COURSE REPORTS:
A course report is required at the end of the semester from all instructors having sole responsibility for a
course. These reports are used by other instructors preparing to teach those courses for the first time, as
well as to certify that the appropriate material is being covered. Hard copies are required – Web addresses of
where the material can be found will not be accepted.
Course reports may contain the following information:


A syllabus, including the required text and chapters and/or sections covered;



A list of other references used to present additional topics, or sources of examples;
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Copies of examinations;



Major assignments, such as programming projects;



Topic outline with indication of the number of classes spent on each topic; and



Some feedback on the course, indicating changes you would make, weaknesses, timing problems,
and those areas felt to be in the best shape.

SYLLABI:
The University and College require every organized course to have a syllabus. Syllabi may be handed
out in class, included in a course packet, or posted at the course web site.
If you are responsible for producing a course’s syllabus the following provides all of the required
information: https://clas.uiowa.edu/faculty/clas-required-syllabus-elements.

COPYRIGHT ISSUES
Precautions need to be taken when preparing course materials with regard to copyrighted material. This is to
prevent violating an author’s or publisher’s rights in copyrighted work. Unfortunately, clear guidelines are
unavailable as to which materials need copyright permission and which fall under “fair use” without looking at
each individual scenario. The Copyright Permission Service Division of the University Printing and Mailing
Services provides a copyright permission service which serves as the liaison between instructors and
publishers in obtaining permission to copy. The service makes necessary payments and keeps records on all
course packets. Copyright questions may be directed to the Copyright Permission Service, 335-3410.

INCOMPLETES AND GRADE CHANGES
If any student requests an incomplete (a grade of “I”), always discuss it with your faculty supervisor before
granting it. If it is determined that an incomplete is appropriate, as the instructor, you must make
arrangements for how the incomplete is to be satisfied, and a copy of those arrangements should be given to
your supervisor.
TAs are not usually responsible for grade changes after final grades have been submitted. Grade changes
are submitted electronically through MAUI.

STUDENT MISCONDUCT
Any incidents of cheating on homework assignments, projects or exams should be documented as much as
possible and then reported to your faculty supervisor and/or Professor Varadarajan.
The Department of Computer Science has adopted the definitions and disciplinary actions outlined by the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences in cases of student academic misconduct. Cheating cases have
become more numerous within the past few years and in response, the College has designed a clear policy
in dealing with this situation.
The following are examples of offenses again the Code of Academic Honesty in CLAS:

CHEATING ON QUIZZES AND EXAMS
•

Using notes, books, calculators, phones, photos, computers, web sites, tweets, social media, or other
aids during a quiz or an exam when not allowed by the instructor

•

Talking during a quiz or exam when told by the instructor talking is not permitted

•

Looking at another student’s exam or quiz during the testing period
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•

Continuing to work on a quiz or exam after the instructor has notified students that time for the test has
ended.

•

Stealing, reproducing, circulating, or otherwise gaining access to a quiz, exam, or homework materials
prior to the time authorized by an instructor

•

Ignoring the guidelines specified by the instructor for an assignment or for a "take home" test and
instead using materials or study aids that the instructor has forbidden

PLAGIARISM
•

Using the words, sentences, arguments, rhetorical structures, and ideas of another without proper
citation and acknowledgment

•

Copying data, facts, graphs, computer programs, spreadsheets, images, photos, film/video, or other
materials and using them without proper citation or acknowledgment

•

Copying homework, quiz, or exam answers from an answer key, solution manual, textbook, web site, or
other items from another student, thus presenting another’s work as your own

•

Failing to use quotation marks properly or when needed

•

Failing to give a source for quoted materials

•

Failing to paraphrase language completely

•

Failing to give a source for paraphrases

•

Failing to cite sources correctly and completely

UNAUTHORIZED COLLABORATION
•

Receiving help with homework, reports, labs, paper, data collection, or other activities when not allowed
by the instructor

•

Accepting credit for a group project without doing your share of the work

•

Helping others with their homework or other assignments when not allowed by the instructor

•

Allowing others to view your answers or copy part of your homework, lab, quiz answers, exam answers,
or other related work when not permitted to do so by the instructor

•

A group doing another student’s work on a group project, lab, presentation, report, or other activity while
presenting the work as if done by the entire group equally

There are many other examples on the College website:
https://clas.uiowa.edu/students/handbook/academic-fraud-honor-code

CENTER FOR TEACHING
The Center For teaching staff members are available to work with any member of the University community
who teaches. The initiative, however, must always come directly from the instructor. In general all members
of the University community are eligible to use the Center. Requests from others will be considered on a
case-by-case basis.
All services of the Center are provided at no cost and on a voluntary and confidential basis to members of
the University community, and all Center consultations are confidential matters between the Center staff and
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the client/ instructor. In particular, the staff of the Center will not discuss any aspect of a particular
consultation with those charged with the evaluation of teaching performance of the client. Instructors may
waive the confidentiality of their consultations in writing.
The Center provides many services, including individual consultations. Center staff members consult with
individual faculty and TAs on teaching issues of all kinds–from help with presentation skills to ideas for active
learning or dealing with challenging students. Staff can assist teachers in thinking through curricular
changes, syllabus revisions, student evaluations, or dilemmas over grading. If available resources prove
inadequate, staff members will research the issue to locate ideas. Appointments can be made by telephone,
e-mail, or by coming to the Center office. Individual consultations could also include classroom observation,
videotaping, Course Assessment by Student Interview (CASI), and discussion mapping.
The Center for Teaching in the ITS Office of Teaching, Learning and Technology may be reached at: 2080
University Capitol Centre; phone: (319) 335-6048; on the Web at https://teach.its.uiowa.edu/ or by e-mail,
teaching@uiowa.edu.
CENTER RESOURCES INCLUDE:


Library: books, videos, etc.



Monthly e-newsletter



Handbook for Teaching Excellence



Teaching ideas: short tip-sheets, occasional papers, and links to other materials



Instructional support: several offices on our campus offer instructional assistance



Electronic resources: links to web sites and user groups



Teaching Goals Inventory: a self-assessment of instructional goals

APPOINTMENTS AND REAPPOINTMENTS
Appointments are made every semester. Re-appointment is not automatic and all positions must be applied
for in March and October. Evaluations by both the supervising faculty member and the students play a role in
the re-appointment process.
Students in the first two years of their CS program who were offered financial aid upon their admittance will
be given highest priority for re-appointment. After that, priority goes to PhD students making good academic
progress.
The Department will post TA openings for the spring semester by October 1, and by March 1 for summer and
fall TA openings. TAs MUST RE-APPLY each semester, even those who are guaranteed continued support.
The application process includes listing course preferences.
Re-appointments are contingent upon satisfactory performance of assigned duties, availability of openings,
and satisfactory performance as a student. We will try to notify Teaching Assistants of their appointment for
the succeeding semester in as timely a fashion as possible.
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SUMMER SUPPORT
Because the Department offers only a few courses during the summer, the need for TAs for the summer
session is dramatically less than during the academic year. We encourage students to pursue other options
for summer support.

EMPLOYMENT ISSUES
If you have any questions about your employment as a graduate assistant, please contact Sheryl or Allison in
14 MLH. Examples of inquiries might include stipend amounts and methods of disbursement, visa issues,
COGS requirements, the re-appointment process, scholarship/fellowship awards -- and anything else you
don’t know who to ask.

TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARDS
COMPUTER SCIENCE TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARD
Over the summer break, the Department chooses a recipient of the CS Outstanding Teaching Assistant
Award for the preceding academic year. Based on the individual’s teaching activities and evaluations,
comments from students in your classroom, and your overall academic merits, this honor carries a $250
award. This award is usually recognized at the annual Computer Science Scholarships and Awards
Ceremony at the end of each fall semester.

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA OUTSTANDING TEACHING ASSISTANT AWARD
The University of Iowa’s Council on Teaching honors Teaching Assistants who have demonstrated
outstanding ability as teachers at The University of Iowa. The Council generally makes 30 awards of $1,000
each.

Teaching Assistants from all academic units may be nominated for these awards. Nominees must certify that
they have had formal student contact during at least one of the previous three semesters. Nominations may
be initiated by students, faculty, colleagues, departmental executive officers or deans. The nominations must
follow the guidelines specified in the nomination packet. Information on the award will be announced and
distributed during the spring semester.

IN CLOSING
We hope you enjoy your graduate teaching experience. If there is anything the staff can do to help, or if you
have suggestions on improvement, please do not hesitate to contact one of us.
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